
Previous: 6,348.5 PSEi change: -0.53%

High: 6,375.0 Best: AEV +6.38%

Low: 6,260.2 2nd best: MPI +5.57%

Close: 6,315.1 2nd worst: SMC -3.43%

Val. traded (mn): 9,652.8 Worst: MER -4.19%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0006 2.1546 5 years +0.0252 2.9565

6 months -0.0003 2.2325 7 years +0.0074 3.1630

1 year +0.0060 2.5984 10 years -0.0034 3.3707

2 years -0.0183 2.6221 20 years -0.1099 4.2925

3 years +0.0096 2.7465 30 years -0.1434 4.3940

4 years +0.0241 2.8522

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 50.170 50.060 EUR/USD 1.1205 1.1205

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months +0.0026 0.1471 5 years -0.0062 0.3266

6 months -0.0025 0.1649 10 years -0.0147 0.6937

2 years -0.0078 0.1855 30 years -0.0234 1.4582

Philippine peso

June 22, 2020

LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

Local equities and fixed income yields declined on risk-off sentiment from geopolitical tensions and fears of a possible second wave of infections. The

Philippine peso strengthened following the BSP reporting external debt fell 2.6% as of March.

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

US equities weakened, while US Treasury yields and the US dollar both strengthened on the back of worries over another wave of infections in the US. Asian 

equities, on the other hand, managed to eke out some gains despite the recent outbreak in Beijing. European stocks also continued to rise on the back of 

Europe's stimulus plan. 

 Local fixed income yields slightly fell amid risk-off sentiment due to the
increasing number of COVID-19 infections as well as geopolitical tensions
abroad. This increased investor demand for safer assets. On average, yields
declined 1.85 bps DoD, led by the long-end which went down 8.56 bps.

 Local equities dropped on the back of risk-off sentiment amid geopolitical
tensions overseas and increasing fears of a possible second wave of the
pandemic. The PSEi closed at 6,351.07 (-0.53% DoD).

 According to the Bureau of Treasury, the government's net borrowing rose to
Php257.48 billion in April. This is larger than the Php33.27 billion posted last
year and the Php2.78 billion recorded in March. The growth was driven by
funds raised to help contain the coronavirus disease pandemic. Domestic
borrowing, which accounted for 66.73% of the total, was at Php171.81 billion,
while foreign borrowing stood at Php85.67 billion.

 Jollibee Foods Corporation (PSE Ticker: JFC) is planning to issue through it
subsidiary, Jollibee Worldwide Pte. Ltd., $300 million with a tenor of 5.5 years
and another $300 million with a 10-year tenor in dual tranche guaranteed senior
notes. The issuance will be unrated and listed on the Singapore Exchange
Securities Trading Ltd. The notes will have coupon rates of 4.125% and 4.750%
for 5.5 year and 10 year tenors, respectively.
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 US equities ended Friday's volatile trading lower amid concerns on business disruptions as a
result of accelerating COVID-19 infections in the US. Apple said that it would close some of its
stores in Arizona, Florida, North Carolina and South Carolina due to the spike in virus cases.
Also, cruise line stocks dropped after the announcement of suspension of their US operations
until September 15. The DJIA closed at 25,871.46 (-0.80% DoD) and the S&P 500 ended at
3,097.74 (-0.56% DoD).

 Asian equities eked out some gains after China announced that the recent COVID-19
outbreak in Beijing had been controlled. Also, sentiment was buoyed as Japan lifted all its
restrictions on domestic travel to boost its economy. The MSCI APxJ closed at 513.77 (+0.45%
DoD).

 European stocks rose as European Union leaders discussed proposals for their EUR 750
billion stimulus package. The MSCI Europe closed at 121.73 (+0.60% DoD).

 US Treasury yields continued to fall as investors moved to safer haven assets on the back of
worries over a second wave of COVID-19 infections. On average, yields fell by 0.87 bps. The
10Y US Treasury yield came in at 0.6937% (-1.47 bps DoD), while the 2Y US Treasury yield
came in at 0.1855% (-0.78 bps DoD).

 The US dollar also continued to strengthen as safer haven assets were in demand once again
as investors turned risk-averse on the back of worries over another possible lockdown due to
increased number of COVID-19 cases. The US dollar closed at 97.6230 (0.207%).

 The Philippine peso strengthened following the release of the country's external
debt data. BSP reported external debt dropped 2.6% to $81.4 billion as of March.
The USD/PHP pair finished at 50.060 (-0.22% DoD).


